Abstract
Introduction
In mobile cloud, as computing and storage services are delivered by clouds, user terminals are freed. With mobile devices, mobile users can access and schedule the resources or services in remote clouds via wireless networks, which we call mobile 181 between user and resource by nonlinear programming and achieves the minimum mean response time consequently. MCS [15] consists of two phases: producing and selecting. In the former phase, a number of samples are conducted from the input space which consisting of random task execution time predictions. Then a specific scheduling algorithm (it could be any) is employed to produce schedules. In the latter phase, a certain number of samples are taken again to evaluate the generated schedules and output the schedule with the minimum average makespan. The common of these probabilistic methods is that task execution times are assumed to follow a specific distribution, which enhances computational complexity.
From all aforementioned literatures, we also find that they care more about single task set's scheduling. Little attention is paid to consecutive schedulings. In fact, after consecutive schedulings, the complete time of tasks may accumulate. From discussion above, naturally, minimizing the complete time of tasks submitted by mobile users and achieving load balancing among clouds become our major objectives for mobile cloud task scheduling. We introduce degenerated Monte Carlo estimate for the first time and propose a scheduling algorithm based on degenerated Monte Carlo estimate, which shows good performance to obtain our objectives.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a mobile cloud architecture and fundamentals of scheduling. In Section 3, after illustration of some theoretical basis, our algorithm is advanced. A series of simulation evaluations are demonstrated in Section 4. And Section 5 concludes the whole paper.
Architecture of Mobile Cloud and Scheduling Description

Architecture of Mobile Cloud
The advised architecture for mobile cloud is shown in Figure 1 . It is composed of cloud side and mobile user side. On mobile user side, mobile devices are classified into thin clients and fat clients. The thin ones only provide interfaces to access cloud. While the fat ones can even be used as mobile micro cloud (shorted as MuCloud) for service deployment or resource renting while roaming among wireless networks. On the cloud side, it is a federal cloud system which consists of many wired clouds and MuClouds. They are organized by peer to peer (P2P) topology at overlay network layer. 
Estimate of Time of Complete
For task scheduling, tasks can be divided into dependent tasks and independent tasks. The former can be decomposed into independent ones [16] . This paper only considers independent task scheduling. We denote } ,..., , { as the task set submitted by mobile user, and
as the candidate clouds for processing tasks. The scheduling schemas can also be classified into two. One is resource scheduling, including computing and storage. Another is service scheduling, such as Web Services. For the former, the amount of computation of each task and the process capacity of each cloud are generally assumed known. For the latter, we assume that the cloud which providing service has the knowledge of complete time for the service. For example, it can be obtained by building a historic table and using statistical profiling [17] . So, we can get the estimated time of complete of every task assigned to every cloud, denoted as
In mobile cloud, reliability of wireless connection has great impact on success rate during scheduling. Since outage probability of wired network is much smaller than wireless network's, we only consider the latter. Our tolerance mechanism for outage is rescheduling, namely if one task is interrupted, it will be scheduled one time again. In cellular mobile communication systems, SIR (signal-to-interference rate) obeys lognormal distribution [18] , and the outage probability can be expressed as (2) where
Relationship of TOC and Reliability of Task Scheduling
We use the success rate of task scheduling to describe reliability of task scheduling.
As shown in Figure 2 , in the period of 
Case 2:
L is greater and
Case 3:
L is very large and
We easily get Then we have the lemma below.
Lemma 1
The probability of success of a task set scheduling decreases with the increase of its makespan.
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Copyright ⓒ 2014 SERSC From Lemma 1, we can conclude that, to improve reliability of task scheduling, makespan must be minimized. In the following we use modified Monte Carlo method to achieve optimized makespan.
Degenerated Monte Carlo Estimate-based Task Scheduling
Monte Carlo Method
Monte Carlo method is also referred to as stochastic simulation. Its basic idea is to create a probabilistic model, whose parameter is equal to the solution of the problem, and then solves the approximation solution by sampling estimate [19] . It has been widely used in many domains, such as simple length, area estimation, reliability evaluation [19] and so on. In this paper, we consider interval sampling estimate. As shown in Figure 3 
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Proof For independent sampling events, every sampling has two results A and A . Denote X as the position of sampling. The probability of A n is given by the binomial distribution
is the probability of A in a single sampling. The mean of A n is given by
and the variance of A n is given by
using the definition of (6), we get the mean of
Substitution of (9) into (11) gives 12) which shows that the Monte Carlo estimator of A P is unbiased. The variance of
Substitution of (10) into (13) gives
which shows that the estimator is consistent, since the variance decreases t o zero when (12) and (15) 
which shows that the number of sampling point falling into a certain interval is proportional to the length of this interval.
, the accuracy of estimator A P decreases and we only get approximation of (7), that is
We define it as degenerated Monte Carlo estimate(DMCE).
DMCE-based Task Scheduling Algorithm
For a given task set J , the TOC can be calculated as above. Suppose the TOC matrix to be as follow. 
) is the estimated time to complete task i by cloud j . During scheduling, every task can only be assigned to one cloud. The core of the algorithm is trying to delete the biggest or bigger element in T with degenerated Monte Carlo estimate at every iteration. The iterative computation process is implemented through the following steps:
, which used to judge if a task is assigned to only one cloud. Task assignment matrix 
Simulation Experiment and Performance Evaluation
CloudSim [20] is a toolkit for modeling and simulation of cloud computing environments. Clouds can be simulated by the Datacenter entity. Researchers and developers can extend DatacenterBroker entity for evaluating their scheduling strategies as this entity provides the ability of binding tasks to cloud resource. So we use CloudSim to evaluate the performance of DMCE. Though MCS [15] also uses the concept of Monte Carlo method for task scheduling, unfortunately, its scheduling performance relies heavily on the specific scheduling approach in producing phase, which make it infeasible for comparison. In this paper, we make comparisons with classical algorithm Max-Min, Min-Min and improved genetic algorithm IGA [12] .
Experiment Configurations
Experiment circumstance is composed of mobile devices, wired clouds and MuClouds. For simplicity, we ignore data transfer time during scheduling and assume the outage probabilities of MuClouds to be a fixed value of 5%. The configurations are listed at Table 1 .
Randomly generate clouds C1, C2, ..., C8, including two MuClouds C3 and C7. The numbers of virtual machines in every cloud are set randomly too. These configurations keep unchanged after generation. Nevertheless, the amount of computation of each task in every mobile user's task set (
) is generated following standard uniform distribution on the close interval [10, 20] 
Makespan and Accumulative Effect
As the number of tasks of a task set is fixed as 100 and the amount of computation of each task is drawn randomly from standard uniform distribution on the interval [10, 20] , the makespan of each task set will be equal on average. However, as shown in Figure 4 (d), makespan changes with scheduling order and the later task set is scheduled, the bigger it's makespan becomes. We call it accumulative effect. The phenomenon is resulted from the accumulative TTOC which derives from the unequal process capacities of different clouds. As the accumulative TTOC of DMCE nearly keeps balance for all clouds, DMCE has least accumulative effect of makespan which make the makespan of task set is hardly relevant to the order of scheduling. Such feature is significant. When the same task set is scheduled at different time, its makespan will nearly keep unchanged. Nevertheless, for Min-Min, MaxMin and IGA, the task sets scheduled in front and those of scheduled later have different scheduling performance. 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 Figure 5 (a) depicts that the number of tasks assigned (NTA) to each cloud by MaxMin and Min-Min is nearly identical when each task set is scheduled respectively. Even scheduled consecutively, Max-Min and Min-Min still tend to keep NTA balance for each cloud. In contrast, DMCE and IGA tend to distribute tasks to cloud according to cloud's process capacity, which make accumulative NTA fluctuate, as shown in Figure  5 
Relative Load
Figure 5. Snapshots of NTA and its Accumulation after Consecutive Schedulings
Since different clouds have different process capacities, equal task assignment inevitably leads to TOC accumulating sharply at clouds which have lower process capacity and, consequently, makes makespan of task set extended. Hence, it is unreasonable to measure load balancing with NTA. So we introduce the concept of relative load. Let , which are called under load, full load and over load, respectively. The ideal situation of a cloud is to work at full load. And if all clouds are at full load, we call it relative load balancing. We calculate the average of relative load(ARL) of 20 consecutive schedulings for each cloud, as shown in Figure 6 . From this figure, C3 and C7 are overloaded heavily for Max-Min and Min-Min. But for IGA and DMCE, the relative load is better balanced. DMCE nearly keeps each cloud full loaded as the ARL is close to 1. Compared with DMCE, IGA is obviously over loaded at C3 and C7. From Figure 4 (d) and Figure 6 , it is easy to think of using the standard deviation of ARL, denoted as ARL V , to indicate load balancing. These two figures show that small ARL V tends to obtain load balancing and to decrease accumulative effect. From preceding discussion, we can conclude that in order to achieve relative load balancing, the NTA should be adjusted dynamically. It is just because the better dynamic adjustment capability of DMCE, which make it achieve better relative load balancing. 
Degenerated Degree
In DMCE, the only parameter which needs to be determined is s C . We define Table 2 . And in Figure 7 , we lay out all the snapshots of ARL after 20 consecutive schedulings in different conditions listed in Table 2 . Note that in Figure 7 each ARL V is the result of a group of given TaskNum , CNum , and specific s C which satisfy 
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From Table 2 , we discovery that the product of TaskNum, CNum and TaskNum=470, CNum =13, as shown in Figure 9 , the calculated result of s C (equal to 0.0002455) still maintains small accumulative effect and keeps better load balancing compared with other algorithms. Extensive experiments have been conducted, including reconfiguring or regulating the parameters in Table 1 , and the experimental results also direct that degenerated degree can be resolved by deterministic computation, namely, by the equation presented here. 
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Conclusions and Future Works
Lowest makespan and load balancing are pursued by mobile users and cloud service providers respectively. For the former, lowering tasks' makespan helps to enhance mobile user's experience and resist the affect of uncertain outage of network link in mobile cloud. For the latter, load balancing helps to improve utility of cloud and fairness for service providers. We introduce degenerated Monte Carlo estimate and formulate our scheduling strategy, DMCE. Comparisons with Max-Min, Min-Min and IGA show that our strategy is applicable for large scale task scheduling in mobile cloud as it not only has little accumulative effect and low makespan, but also keeps relative load balancing. For future works, since mobile users' requirements may be various, we want to improve our strategy to meet much more requirements, such as service price, credit and so on. Furthermore, as dependent tasks scheduling has received lots of attention, our interest is stimulated to improve our algorithm for dependent tasks scheduling too.
